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Q.I Choose the correct option and underline the right answers  

  1 Aarti enjoyed most ____________ at her uncle’s wedding. 

i) having fun                                   ii) doing every thing together    

iii) the wedding feast                    iv) All of these 

  

 

   2 While celebrating Bhiu, everybody danced around the Bhela Ghar till  

i) it was burning                              ii) they were tired      

iii) next morning                             iv) night fell 

 

 

  3 Master Moshai wanted all the children to __________ before starting to eat  

i) sit down in a circle                      ii) say their prayers    

iii) wash their hands properly     iv) all of these 

 

 

   4 Before eating the midday meal  the  children 

i) sat down in a circle                    ii) sang a song together  

iii) washed their hands properly    iv) all of these 

 

 

   5 The children wish that in the midday meal sometime they get 

i) something sweet                       ii) something cold    

iii) something to drink                  iv) any of these 

 

 

  6 ________ studied in boarding school 

i) Manpreet and Gurnoor              ii) Manjit and Gurnoor   

iii)  Swastik and Divya               iv) None of these 

 

 

  7 The vegetables being cooked in Gurudwara were  

i) potatoes                                    ii) cauliflowers        

iii) Both (i)  and (ii)                    iv) Neither (i)  nor (ii) 

 

 

  8 Where is food cooked at Gurudwara? 

i) Store                                        ii) Tandoor            

iii)   Angeethi                              iv)  Microwave 

 

 

   9 Ghee is applied to the chapaties  

i)When they are rolled                                             ii) when they put on tava   

iii) when is  the flour is made ready                        iv) when they are taken off the tava 

 

 

 10 

 

 

Whose father was Manjeet ? 

i) Gurnoor                                     ii)    Divya             

iii)   Swastik                                 iv) All of these 
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 11 Marietta  likes to watch ___________ while Susan’s favourite program is about _____ 

i) Cartoon, songs                       ii) Cartoons, a serial     

iii) songs ,cartoons                     iv) a film 

 

 

 12 Pratibha feels that the rules should not be ____________ for boys and girls . 

i) the same                                  ii) similar      

iii) strict                                      iv) different 

 

 

 13 What did the children at the beach learn from Piloo Aunti’s action ? 

i) Excuse the Kulfi seller for the mistake    

ii) You should pay for all the kulfis you have eaten 

iii) You should be honest and fair         

iv) None of the above 

 

 

 14 Dhondu thought that his elder uncle’s behaviour was 

i)  due to his old age                  ii) hindering his progress     

iii)   correct                                iv) helping him 

 

 

 15 Ritu refused to visit Meena’s home because  

i) she do not want chocolates                ii)She was tired    

iii) she was scared of her uncle          iv) none of these 

 

 

 16 ________ before actually weaving the cloth. 

i)Many different things have to be done        ii) the looms have to be cleaned  

iii) the threads have to be straightened              iv) the cotton and silk have to be separated 

 

 

  17 

 

___________ works to dye the thread with bright colours  

i) Mother                                      ii) Father                     

iii) Everybody                             iv) Prasad 

 

 

   18 

 

 

Silk is becoming ___________ day by day . 

i)Harder to find                           ii) more difficult to weave   

iii) more expensive                    iv) All of these 

 

 

   19 Big shopkeepers sell the sarees at _____________ prices. 

i) reasonable                              ii) very high 

iii) very low                               iv) none of these 

 

 

   20 Many craftsmen are leaving their villages to work as __________ in big cities. 

i) Clerks                                    ii)  weavers       

iii)craftsmen                             iv) labourers 

 

 

  21 Chittappan had got a job in __________ five years ago. 

i) Kerala                                 ii) Chennai        

iii) Abu Dhabi                      iv) Dubai 

 

 

  22 In Abu Dhabhi there is a lot of ________ under the sandy soil. 

i)oil                                      ii) water      

iii)  coal                               iv ) all of these 

 

 

  23 Mountains made only of sand are called  

i) sand hills                        ii) desert hills      iii) sand dunes        iv ) desert dunes 
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  24 The only kinds of trees Sashi saw  in Abu Dhabhi were _________ trees. 

i)coconut           ii) date palms         iii) Jack fruit      iv) betel nut 

 

 

  25 The money used in Abu Dhabhi is called  

i)Dollar         ii) Pound       iii) Rupee                     iv) Dirham 

 

 

  26 While in school ,Wahida  

i)climbed mountains     ii) attended camps          iii) was a girl guide   iv) All of these 

 

 

  27 Wahida always wanted to become  

i)a doctor    ii) someone special       iii) a teacher      iv) a police women 

 

 

   28 Wahida’s family thought that a job  _____________ would be best for her. 

i) as a doctor    ii) as a priest     iii) in the Defence forces      iv) none of these 

 

 

29 One of the duties of the medical officer on a ship is to  

i) provide first aid                                 ii) keep all ready for medical emergency    

iii) carry out medical checkups           iv) All of these 

 

 

 30 To remember all the thirty six commands to be given in a parade, Wahida practised for  

i) one month        ii) a long time        iii) a few days        iv) none of these 

 

 

 31 Today is the special day for Chuskit  because  

i) she is going to school                               ii) it is her birthday           

iii) her father is carrying her to school         iv) All of these 

 

 

  32 Chuskit school lies across the  

i) road                     ii) lake              iii) river                iv)    hill 

 

 

  33 Chuskit was different from other children because  

i) she was blind                               ii) she was deaf          

c) she did not have one hand          iv) she could not use her legs  

 

 

  34 Who agreed with Abdul’s thinking about how to get Chuskit to school ? 

i) children                                       ii) The Headmaster and teachers     

iii) Chuskit’s father                       iv) none of these  

 

 

  35 When Chuskit saw other children laughing and playing on their way to school, she wished  

i) them good morning                  ii) she could go to school with them   

iii) she could play with them       iv) none of these 

 

 

QII Fill in the blanks :  

     1 Aarti put mehndi  on her palms at  her uncle’s wedding   

     2 The midday meal is every child’s right.  

     3 After  washing our hands we all stood in a queue to take our food.  

    4 In the midday meal children should get fresh, hot and properly cooked  food.  
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    5 Those children who go to school  without eating properly , cannot study properly.  

   6 The  pitha dish is made from sweet potatoes.  

  7 Uruka  is the first day of the festival, when the whole village eats together.  

  8  The Kadahi is used for cooking cheva rice.  

  9 The women celebrate by dressing in  Pat and Muga mekhala-chador  .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  10 Manpreet’s parents were at Gurudwara when Divya and Swastik visited them.  

  11 A lot of activity was going on in the Gurudwara when the children reached there.  

  12 When the children entered  the Gurudwara kitchen they saw the Channa and urad dal  

boiling. 

 

  13 All the people in the Gurudwara sat on durries to have -langar.  

 14 The people who served the food in the Gurudwara ate in the end.  

 15 Chapaties are made from flour.  

 16 The kadah prasad is a kind of  halwa.  

 17 Marietta’s mummy and aunty are good  friends but their favourite  T.V.Programmes           

are different. 

 

 18 At 7:00 pm , Pratibha finished  playing  and went back home ..  

 19 The kulfi-seller asked Piloo Aunty to pay for five kulfis  

 20 Dhondu has always worked  in the fields, but now he wants to buy a chakki machine to grind 

grains. 

 

 21 Meena and Ritu were going home after playing hopscotch.  

 22 Newly bought threads are first put in boiling water to remove dirt and stains.  

 23 The threads are rolled into bundles after drying them.  

 24 The cloth is woven after the bundles of thread are put onto looms.  

 25 Great skill is needed to weave special sarees.  

 26 Cotton thread is used to weave sheets.  

 27 Pochampalli sarees have bright colours.  

 28 Size and number of needles change according to the design.  

 29 Maalu and her father went to the airport to receive Chittappan and his family  
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 30 Kunjamma was the wife of Chittappan  

 31 Maalu’s cousins were named Shanta  and Sashi 

 

 

  32 Water is very precious in desert areas.  

 33 Wahida Prism is a Lieutenant Commander in the Indian Navy.  

 34 Wahida took six months training after her MBBS to join the Armed Forces.  

  35 Thirty six commands have to be given in passing out parade.  

 36 She was asked to lead the passing out parade after her performance was seen for three 

years. 

 

 

 37 Wadida conducts medical check ups of all officers and sailors on board the ship so that they 

remain healthy 

 

 

 38 Chuskit has been waiting for this day since long because today she is going to school for the 

first time. 

 

 

 39 Chuskit could not go to school in her wheelchair because the road to school was not level and 

there was a river to cross 

 

 

 40 Chuskit wanted to join the school because she wanted to study and play with the other 

children. 

 

 

  41 Everyone got together to work so that Chuskit could reach school.  

 42 The older children took help from teacher to make a small bridge across the river.  

Q.III State whether the following statements are True or False.  

  1 Bihu is celebrated after the wheat crop in Assam has been harvested.[ False.]  

  2 The Bihu Ghar is made of grass and bamboo. [True]  

  3 The midday meal was taken in school at 12 noon. [False.]  

  4 Yesterday the school children had bhat- shukto for the midday meal. [False.]  

  5 Outside Didi Moni’s room, a list of food items has been displayed. [True]  

  6 Divya and Swastik came from their home the previous day. [False.]  

  7 Divya did not miss her parents when she was in the hoslel. [False.]  

  8 They make the Kadah prasad, flour is fried in the kadhai. [False.]  

  9  Divya helped  in preparing chapties at the Gurdwara. [True]  
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10  Kadhah  prasad was distributed after ardaas. [True]  

11 Everyone in Marietta’s family had to watch the TV serial that her aunty enjoyed [ False]  

12 Pratibha knows that even if her brothers are  late reaching home ,no body will scold them.     

[ True] 

 

 

13 Piloo Aunty paid for all the kulfis  that they ate [ True ]  

14 

 

Akshay’s grandmother  did not want him to eat or drink anything at Anil’s house [ True ]  

15 

 

Her uncle told Meena to bring Ritu home so that he can play with them [ False]  

16 Mukhtapur village is in the Pochampalli district of Karnataka. [ False]  

17 Prasad learnt the skill of weaving from his school teacher. [ False]  

18 Silk cloth is woven in looms. [ True ]  

19 Silk cloth  and silk sarees are  woven from silk thread [ True ]  

20 Weavers do not get a good price for their hard labour.[True ]  

21 Shanta was tired after the long flight from Abu Dabhi [ False]  

22 Shanta said that Abu Dabhi is far from India. [True ]  

23 It rains often in Abu Dhabi [False]  

24 Buildings in Abu Dhabhi are air conditioned [True ]  

25 

 

People in Abu Dhabhi usually wear  woollen clothes [ False]  

26 One of Wahida’s sister works in the police. [True ]  

27 Wahida was first woman who sailed on the ship . [ False]  

28 One of Wahida’s duties on the ship is to ensure that no garbage is thrown into the sea.             

[False] 

 

 

29 Wahida was not nervous while leading the parade. [True ]  

30 Wahida’s father started calling her by the name ‘Prism’ from the childhood. [True ]  

31 Chuskit had a good sleep the night before she was to go to school for the first time. [ False]  

32 

 

When Chuskit wanted to go out of her home she would tell her mother to put her in the 

wheelchair. [ True ] 

 

 

33 Abdul came to Chuskit’s house to play with her. [ False]  

34 

 

Chuskit’s mother told her not to dream of going to school. [ False]  
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35 Chuskit was happiest of all the children when the road to school and the bridge were 

completed. [ True ] 

 

 

Q IV Match A with B  

 

1 

A                                                                                   B 

1) USA                                                                       a)   EURO 

2) INDIA                                                                    b)  POUND 

3) OMAN                                                                   c)   RUPEE 

4) PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA                     d)   POUND STERLING 

5) GERMANY                                                           e)   OMANI RIYAL 

6) ENGLAND                                                            f)   DOLLAR 
 

 

2 Match Abu Dhabhi climate ,trees , food and language with that of Kerala 

                          A                                                                         B 

1)   Very dry                                                         A)  Malyalam 

2)   Date ,meat, biryani                                         B)  hot and humid 

3)   Arabic                                                             C)  coconut 

4)    Date palm                                                       D) Idli, Dosha 

 

 

3 Match festivals celebrated together and the food eaten on these festivals 

 

        1)  Holi                                                  a) Sheer Kurma 

        2)  Deepawali                                        b) Mutton 

        3)  Id                                                      c)  Gujaya 

        4)  Bakarid                                           d)   Ladoos 

 

 

Q V Unscramble the words: 

Dearth  =                                  seldnob  =                          pallamchopi=  

Slwash     =                              eainvgw    =                       erskeepshpo = 

 

 Takakarna  =                            msloo    =                           ingweav= 

Oncott    =                                adsthre   =                          sadpra =       

 

 

Q.VI Very short answer questions :  

1 What was David’s idea about eating and having fun together? 

Ans: Class party 

 

 

2 In which state was Bihu being celebrated? 

Ans: Assam 
 

 

3 What is the meaning of Uruka? 
Ans: It means the whole village people eat together 

 

4 
 

 

Why were children not able to pay attention to the lesson in the class? 
Ans: Because they were hungry. 

 

5 

 

 

Why did the children want to have a class party? 

Ans: Because they want to eat and have fun together. 

 

6 What is tao? 
Ans: A big vessel 
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7 When and why did Rehana want to have the class party? 
Ans: Rehana wants party on Saturday in half day so they can enjoy and fun together 

 

8 What was Gurnoor’s mother doing when the children met her? 
Ans: Gurnoor’s mother was rolling chapatis. 

 

 

9 What happens when someone in Swastik’s hostel gets home-made food? 

Ans: They all rush to their room and that food finishes within minutes. 
 

 

10 Why does Divya say, hostel life is a fun? 
Ans: Because they enjoy together with all the children 

 

 

11 What is kadhah Prasad? 
Ans: Kadhah Prasad is made by roasting flour in ghee in big kadhai and then add sugar in it 

 

 

12 Who arranges all the material to cook so much food in Gurudwara? 

Ans: Everyone contributes for money and material. 
 

 

13 After washing hand, what was Divya doing? 

Ans: Divya was applying ghee on chapatis. 
 

 

14 Why was Pratibha hurrying home? 

Ans: Because she needs to reach home early. 

 

 

15 Why did the children at the beach think that they have saved some money? 

Ans: Because kulfi seller charged for five kulfis instead of seven. 

 

 

16 Why did Akshay not want to drink water at Anil’s house? 

Ans : Because they are very different from our family. 

 

 

17 Why could Dhondu not do what he wanted to do? 

Ans: He wanted to buy a chakki machine to grind the grains. 
 

 

18 How did Pochampalli cloth get its name? 

Ans: Pochampalli cloth got its name through the district Pochampalli. 

 

 

19 Why does the loom need many needles? 

Ans: For designing the cloth. 

 

 

20 Why is Vani’s home always filled with brightly coloured threads? 

Ans: Because everyone in her home is weaver  

 

 

21 From where did Vani’s parents learn to make such beautiful sarees? 

Ans: From their elders. 

 

 

22 Why was there a lot of activity at Maalu’s house today? 

Ans: Because Chittappan and his family were coming home. 

 

 

23 Why were Shanta and Sashi surprised? 

Ans: To see so many fruit trees. 
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24 What did Chittappan give Maalu? 

Ans: Globe 

 

 

25 Why did Chittappan say that in Abu Dhabi they could not open the house 

windows? 

Ans: Because of heat. 
 

 

26 What did Maalu decide to do for her class 

Ans: She would make a project report about Abu Dhabi. 

 

 

27 Wahida Prism belongs to which place?  

Ans: Rajouri district, Jammu Kashmir 

 

 

28 In what new things Wahida was interested in her childhood? 

Ans: Wahida was very interested in higher studies. 

 

 

29 What did Wahida’s father want his daughters to become? 

Ans: His father wanted them to become a doctor, a teacher and a lawyer. 

 

 

30 How old is Chuskit? 
Ans: Chuskit is ten years old. 
 

 

31 What did Chuskit used to do all day? 
Ans: Chuskit used to sit near the window and draw pictures. 
 

 

32 When did Chuskit realise that she did not need her father to carry her everywhere 
Ans: When she learns how to sit and move the wheel chair 
 

 

33 What did Chuskit’s grandfather say about not being possible?  
Ans: Her grandfather said that do not dream for study and play 

 

 

VII Short answer questions:  

1 What did Rehana say about parties in her colony? 

Ans: Rehana said that we have parties in our colony whenever there is a festival. We collect 

money from everyone far the party and we cook some dishes and buy other things from the 

market. 

 

2 How is cheva rice prepared? 

Ans: Boil the water in tao and put the kadhai containing soaked rice and cover with banana 

leaves, after sometime cheva rice will be cooked and ready to eat. 

 

 

3 Name the food items prepared in the Gurudwara? 

Ans: Chana and urad dal, cauliflower and potato sabji, kadhah Prasad, rice and chapatis. 

 

 

4 What did Phali, Nazu and their friends do at the beach? 

Ans: They played in sand and water and then went for a ride on Giant wheel. They ate 

bhelpuri, kulfi and bought balloon. 
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5 Why did Dhondu want to buy a chakki machine? Give two reasons. 

Ans: To grind grain. He was confident that this new work will help him to earn more money 

for his family. 

 

 

 

6 Why are many weavers giving up this craft which has been done by their family 

members for generations? 

Ans: Because silk is becoming expensive day by day. Big shop keepers give very little 

money for the sarees and they themselves sell at very high price in market. That’s why 

many weavers giving up their family craft. 

 

 

7 Describe what interesting things Shanta saw from the plane during the flight? 

Ans: She saw different mountains and different colours of sand. 

 

 

8 Describe the gifts Kunjamma gave everyone.. 

Ans: Kunjamma gave dates to everyone and globe to Maalu 

 

9 How do people living in Abu Dhabi protect themselves from the heat. 

Ans: People wear loose cotton cloths and keep themselves fully covered. 

 

 

10 Chittappan said that ‘In fact, petrol is cheaper than water.’ Why did he say so? 

Ans: Chittappan said that ‘In fact, petrol is cheaper than water.’ Because there is a lot of oil 

under the land. 

 

 

11 Why did Wahida’s parents have to leave their village?S 

Ans: Because Wahida wanted to become someone special and move forward in her       life. 

 

12 What does Wahida tell us about her big dream? 

Ans: When I was very small, I would see Army officers in our village and wanted to be like 

them. 

 

13 Why does Wahida want to go in a submarine? 

Ans: Because Wahida wanted to do everything which people think women can not do. 
 

 

14 What explanation did Chuskit give when Abdul asked her the reason of not going to 

school? 

Ans: Chuskit told him sadly, I can not walk, I can not even wheel my chair as the road to 

school is not level. Also how can I cross the river? 

 

 

15 Describe the way to reach school from Chuskit’s house. 

Ans: You have to take a big road and then walk along the lake. Cross the river near poplar 

trees and then after a small climb. You reach the school. 

 

16 Write Abdul’s idea of getting Chuskit to school. 

Ans: The idea was the uneven road had to be made level and make a small bridge with road. 

 

17 What was Chuskit’s dream? How did it come true? 

Ans: Chuskit dream was to go to school. It comes true by Abdul, children and    

   teachers. 

 

 

 


